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My spirits are always lifted by this great Pacific Northwest. Per-
haps that is due to the fact that, based on twenty years residence heee,
it still feels like home. Perhaps it is the very sight of the ~lories of
Nature which Providence has so bountifully bestowed upon you. But I think
it goes deeper than that. It is something in the air. It is the climate
of opinion; the mental attitude which prevails. It is evidenced by the
directness, and forthrightness; the boundless energies; the contagiuus
enthusiasms of the West. It is also evidenced by an absence of smugneBs
and stodgy conservatism. The pioneer still dominates the character of
this region; individualism is still the pole star here. And the combina-
tion of these qualities has produced a social consciousness and a construc-
tive liberalism which are par excellence. They not only lift the spirits
of those who visit here; they are a leavening influence throughout the
land.

The nation sorely needs these qualities which have made the Pacific
Northwest great. And they need their application to a host of specific
problems. All of us in this country whatever our work, our business, or
our profession are in the same boat together. Unless we will it, our
enemies are not ourselves but our common problems. Many of these problems
are man-made. Since they are man_made, men can solve them. The stakes
are high. Those stakes are capitalism and democracy. Your government in
Washington is intent on saving those stakes. You are intent on saving
them. Your government is your partner in that endeavor. This must be a
joint venture by all of us. We cannot solve these problems working sepa-
rately. We cannot conquer our difficulties by endeavoring to castigate
each other. Let us expend our energies on the problems rather than on
each other. Let us pool our resources. Let us have a united front.
Working together we can overcome any problem which besets capitalism and
democracy. Give us that combination and we can, with fUll confidence,
defy any foe from within and without. Our inheritance is too precious to
be risked on any other course either by placing class against class; or
by placing special vested interests against humanity. That inheritance is
freedom of opportunity the freedom which is as basically necessary for
the preservation of capitalism as it is for the preservation of democracy.
That is the course on which your government is actually launched.

This is not mere sentimentality; it is plain common sense. Let me be
more specific by draWing from recent experiences in my own bailiwick. As
you know, the S. E. C. has entrusted to it certain types of supervision
over national securities exchanges. These exchanges constitute an extremely
vital cog in the machinery of our securities and oapital markets. Their
strength and Vitality are matters of national interest, for their condition
is symptomatic of our economic well being. Furth~rmore, they are the great
auction markets where buyers and sellers of securities the world over ex-
pect and need to be serviced. But for too long did our stock exchanges
remain institutions for the easy perqUisites of their members and the
precarious satisfaction of a speculative urge. The position of the inves-
tor who owned securities which were traded on the stock exchanges was too
often a secondary consideration. The exchanges were wont to operate as
private clubs. As such they regarded themselves as beyond regulation.
Under the leadership of Richard Whitney, regulation was bitterly fought.
Though his cause was defeated in Congress, Richard Whitney did not accept
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defeat. He exerted a powerful influence. At times that influence was
positive; at other times, negative. But it was in totality a negation of
the will of Congress.

After three years under the Exchange Act we were making slow progress.
Matters were in process of being stalemated. Lip service waS rendered to
cooperation; but little action was evident. That was not a sudden develop-
ment; it was a growth. In September, 1937, we decided it was time to take
ac~ion drastic action, if necessary, to protect investors and business
in this country. Our efforts to obtain an undertaking from the Exchange
to reorganize are familiar to you. You are likewise familiar with our in-
ability to outain it. And you know what our decision was to make the
issue a public one, since t~e p~blic interest was involved. On November
twenty-third when we brough~ the issue out in the open, we did not know
that Richard Wnitney had mi$appropriated securities of the Gratuity Fund
and had engaged in other defalcations. We did not have even an inkling of
those facts until a brief fourteen hours before the public knew them in
March of this year. And this leads to the crux of the whole problem of
regulation. Gov~rnmental regulation at its best should be residual. We
should not have to be in a position of watching the details of operation.
Those are for the exchanges themselves. If we carried regulation to the
extent of knowing what the status of each customer's account was, we
would be not only a blight and a.burden to the industry; we would be an
enormous burden on the national treasury. SuperVision of the accounts
of members to the degree necessary to detect misuse of customers' funds
properly lies in the realm of self-regulation. Liberals in the exchange
had been urging such quality of self-regulation for years. That problem
was typical of the issue between the S.E.C. and the Exchange in November,
1937. We had arrived at a point where, unless the exchange really under-
took adequate self-regulation, we ourselves had to move in with detailed
regUlation, as distasteful to us as it would be onerous to the Exchange.

We were not playing a lone hand. The liberals in the ~xchange
brought the issue directly to me in October, 1937, with a plea that the
Exchange be reorganized. So when the negotiations broke down in November,
these liberals carried on the fight from within. You know the consequences,
viz: the appointment of the Conway Committee. And you are acquainted with
its distinguished report (which came out some weeks before the Whitney
scandal broke) and which had i~ediate and wide support among all ranks
of Exchange members. I review these Natters solely to illustrate what
business working with government can accomplish. The achievement was not
just an S.E.C. achievement. It was a joint achievement between the ~xchange
and the S.E.C., an achievement which gave voice to a long slumbering urge
for change, both from wi thin and wit.hout ,

That joint aChievement, however, was merely chapter one. Chapter
two is now being written. And it should constitute a.n interesting and im-
portant page in the history of government and business. Reorganization of
the Exchange made possible the doing of the basic jobs (1) an appraisal
of the eXisting Exchange mechanism in light of the p3ilosophy of the
Exchange Act; and (2) a cooperative ~~dertaking by the S.E.C. and the
Exchange in enforcement of its provisions. This joint program has been
launched, and is progressing splendidly.
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Prominent among the items of unfinished business is the proposal to
establish a brokers' and dealers' trust Lns t I tut Lon ",hich would perform t he
custodial, safekeeping and quasi-banking functions presently performed by
the members. T'his trust institution would not engagt> in any commercial
banking business nor operate for its own account. I~ would, as a trust
institution, be under state supervision. Securities and free credit bal-
ances of customers would rest at all times in its hands rather \:'hanin the
hands of the brokers. A broker would thus not be in a position to ease
the strain of' his own commitments by dipping into his cus tome r-s ! securi-
tie~ or funds. 3ut the idea i~ not born just as a result of the Whitney
episode. Those are the rare exceptions. The business is an honorable one,
engaged in by men of integrity and char-ac t.er-, \\'eall know t h i s from OUr
own experiences. Furthermore, we know on ~he basis of performance over the
years that the record of stock exchange houses has been exceptionally high
on this score. A compelling reason for endeavoring to establish such an
institution is one of economy to the brokers. This was a paramount con-
sideration which led to its advocacy by ~roup of members as early as
1932. What the details and mechanic,:;of such en inGti\:'ntionwill be is
a matter for rOu:1d table determination. As I have said, our discussions
have started. I am hopefUl not only of ~peej bu~ of permanent, construc-
tive achievement.

The progress which has been made is the ~eason why a new spirit is
abroad in the street; where once \:'herewas discouragement, there is now
hope. Once it seemed to some ~hat tnere could be no basis of sympathetic,
mutual understanding between Eiovernment and tne street. 'fhat has been
dispelled. Under the able leadership of :1r. Martin, the new Exchange
management is well under way. We have pledged our ~mst~nting support to
that program, and to t-:r.Martin and his new regime.

Our attack on these problems is through the medium of the round ta-
ble, not the debating society. We have had several of those round table
conferences since the rie w management took office. They will go on contin-
uously until the agenda is disposed of. To that round table, we bring our
respective experts. 10 that round table w~ also expect to bring represen-
tatives of business and finance who have a contribution \:'0 make to our
specialized subjects. Thus last week Xr. Martin and I requested the insti-
tutional buyers of bonds - the banks and the insurance companies - to
appoint a committee to consult and adVise ~~ith us on the problem of the
quality and quantity of the bond market 011 the Exchange. They readily
accepted. So we have brought to our r0un~ table an out~iJp group of ex-
perts to aid and assist us.

I give you this in detail because I know you want facts not theory.
This is a current picture of a united front by government and business.
It is not govern~ent's job to run the Exchange. But governm~nt can be
helpfUl by assisting the Exchange in making its adjustment to the new era
enVisaged by the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. Government and the Ex-
change working together call reconstitute or restore t.he Exchange as the
greatest market plac~ in the world, conmandin9, the confidence and respect
of investors. That's typical of what government and busir.es3 working to-
gether in any sector of our br-o ad national front call do.
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This is not an isolated example. There are others. Currently our
progress under the Public Utility Holding Company Act is, I believe,
significant. You will recall the intens~ opposition which was generated
in 1.935 when the bill was before Congress. That Act, like most other
liberal measures, was forged in a furnace brought to an intense heat by
a convergence df the forces of advocacy. That opposition did not cease
when the bill became law. It was carried on for t'l'/Oand a half ve ar-s in
the courts. During that period our administration of the Act was, of
practical necessity, d:rastically curtailed. But when the Supreme Court
in March of this year upheld the constitutionality of the registr~tion
provisions of that Act, the ice jam went out. The holding companies
registered in mass. And a new climate of opinion was created in this
twelve billion 1011ar Lndus t r-y, Once r"ON! did 'lIe adopt the r-ound table
method. Singly and in groups leaders of ~he industry came to Wasnington,
not just to talk but to make specific plans for adapting their ~ompanies
to the standards of the Act. A coromittee of certain proups in the indus- V
try was or~anized to consult and advise with the S.E.C. on practical prob-
lems under the Act. Substantial groups in tile industry are satisfied with
the soundness of the statute. Others are less enthusiastic but are eager
to comply with the law of the land. The leaders are indulging not in mere
talk but in action. Much of this action is still inchoate. But develop_
ment of concrete plans are under way in m~ny utility offices today. This
work should bear fruit soon.

I have said on other occasions that the initiative, the resources,
the technical skills and the energies wh ich created the fantastic holding
company structures and which conceived the holding company practices which
brought disrepute to the industry, can be employed constructively to ac-
complish the objectives of the Act. Two of the chief problems of the
Act f'Low out of the so-called (but mt snamed l "death sentence" provisions.
One involves the requirement of corporate simplification; th~ other geo-
graphical inte~ration. In the past the sprawling systems of the gigantic
public utility holding companies shifted endlessly. Fantastic corporate
structures grew with abandon, In tt.e past these developments wer-e often
without direction, without relation to the b~oader purposes of sound fi-
nance. In the future, under our supervision, but still energized by the
boundless initiative and ingenuity of the m~n of ~he industry, they will
have direction and they will create form and pattern. Capital structures
will assume greater simplicity and con~ervatism. Investors will be suf-
ficiently close to the real values so as not to require the services of
a magician to conj ure t hem un , or' a higher mat.hemat LcLan to compu i.e them.
And as a result of geographical integration, the red and blue spotn of
systems ",nich are now scattered amo r-pnous Ly over the nation I s map will
tend to draw themselves together into a solid mass a symbol of economic
and geogra~hic integration for the better servi~e of conzumers and the
greater security of invested capital. Upon the S.E.C. and the industry
rests the responsibility for the final accomplishment of this gigantic
financial and engineering task. It c~nnot be done overnight; my esti-
mate is that its back can be broken in five years.

Such a program of complying with the standards of the statut0 and
liVing under the law of the land will bring strength and vitality to the
industry. It should also bring peace. And if we can only by dili€ence
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and continued coop~ration m3ke up for the two and a half years of time lo~t
throu~h litigation, we can, through ~he utility industry, make an important
contribution to our national economy. For, as you know, one of the chief
problems of the nation is a reviv~l of our capital markets. The private
utility industry has a contribution to make there, though it is commonly
over-advertised. Through cooperation our objective is to put the utility
house in order and thus enable it to contribute to our national economy.

There are other examrles in the S.E.C. workshop of the round table
technique between government and business. The two I have just mentioned
are not unique; they merely are the most conspicuous. This round table
method is the sane and sound course. What the Exchange and we have done,
and what the utilities and we are launching, can be done by other groups.
De but Lng societies are excellent med La for talk. The round table is un-
equalled for action. What we need now is action action by all groups on
their common problems. Action in specific terms, not generalities. Action
which will permit energies to be expended on the constructive side. When
business forsakes its basic skills and ~esorts to the political technique,
it heads for the trackless desert. When business uses its basic skills in
the round table method, it charts the broad aud open highway to honest and
substantial profits.

I have ~iven you what I thinl{ is the trend of the time. And I have
indicated what to me seems to be the best technique for coordination of
our efforts in a common cause. ~ld I hope that the newly authorized monop-
oly investigation will afford unusu&l opportunity for action in this same
directio~. I have but a modest part to play in that undertaking and I do
not s?eak for anyone but myself. But it seoms to me that here is a si~nal
opportunity for the constructive ele~ents in business and finance (of which
there are plenty) to make a significant contribution to the future of
America.

Again let me give you a specific illustration. One of the pressLng
current problems is small business. In the preservation of the profit
system, there are few matters of' greater significance than efficient
functioning of the machinery by which industry obtains its capital, di-
rectly or indirectly, from the savings of the public. The public, if it
makes its investment directly, must have confidence that its investment
will have a reasonable chance of success and that opportunities for fraud
and deception are reduced to a minimum. If the publ~c's savings are to be
invested LndLr-ec t Ly, there mus t be some residual control or supervision
e.g. to prevent oppressive practices, a~ ronongmany investment trusts.
In all of this we must avoid making restrictions (whether under our bank-
ing laws, our securities l~wB, or otherwise) so severe as to hamper le-
gitimnte, sma Ll, business, and to put a premium upon the blue chips of
big business. ~ow there has oeen a gro",'in~rocogni tion of the fact that
small business, due to a myriad of circumstances, has '.Jeenhilvin~ an
increaEinQ1Y difficult time in ~etting money for capital expenditures,
such as plant, machinery, ~nd for production. That condition may seri-
ously jeopardize our national welfare. T;lat ic a basic economic fact. It
is also in my opi~ion a basiC economic fact that the answers to some (but
by no me ans all) problems of monopo Ly are to be f'ouud in facili l:.atingthe
opportuni ties of small bu sLne ss, These problems of small business are
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basic ~conomic ones. We see them constantly under the Securities Act of
1933. Recently we took several steps to cut down the paper work and the
exp~nses of small business, and to give it further assistance in registering
its securities with us. But while we hope that such administrative procedure
may help or assist, we know that the real problem strikes much deeper. What
the answ~rs may be, I do not p~rport to say. But I ~I convinc~d that groups
like yours, \"orking in a round table manner with your governmp.nt, can find
answe r-s which are sane and p rac t-Lcab Le and which will help r-enovo the ne avv
hand of' monopoly from some par-t s of our economic body,

I want to Mention in the second place a related problem the problem
of development of regional strength and vitality in this country. Invest-
ment in this country has under~one a shift in the past twenty years, from
a few but very rich private families and individuals to the mass~s. Toe
complexion of institutional investments Las likewise changed. Thp banks
are larger investors in corporate securities, particularly bonds, than Lhey
were at the turn of the century. Lif~ insura~ce companies are still the
largest single factor in the bond ma~ket and nave become more so in the
last few years. The adven~ of the investment trust and the investm~nt CO,Th-
pany, and the spread of stock Lnve s t Lng among insurance companies, has made
the institutio~al buyer of stock a ~reater factor than it was two decad~s
ago. But the most pronolulced ch~l~e hos been the spread of corporate se-
curities among small income people. Th~ spread of investment in tonds and
stocks arr.ongthe masses has move d st.e ad i ly ahe ad, At 1..he same time, there
has been ano~her shif~ an increasin( flow to the East of the local in-
vestment funds fr0m communities throughout the land. Too often t.hese local
savings have been at~racted to the great national corporations at the e~pense
of small local enterprise. The East, as a national cl~aring house for in-
vestment funds, supplied capital to t.hel~'ger local enterprises allover
the country. Still you know and I know there were m any instances wh er-e
worthy local enterprises suifere:i from laCK of financing. The reason is
clear. An eastern banking house could hardly be expected to service all
the needs of local enterprises. There is, furthermore, the siz~ 0: the is.
sue. Wall Street, as a general rule, is not geared up for small local issues.
The local job cannot be done there. Yet the oackbone of this cOlmtry's
progress has oeen the small comp~nies. The giants of today started under
humble auspices but a gene1:'ationor so ago. The problem of financing sma.ll
or intermediate companies is primarily the problem of local companies which
do not yet enjoy national credit (or which may never enjoy such credit
because of size) no matter how good the risk; no matter how good the pros-
pects. The problem, as I havE" said on other occaEions, is intimately tied
up with the development of regional capit~l and securities markets. It is
a problem of how to develop, with the help or local financial machinery,
regional capital centers so as to xeep loc?l capital for local needs.

This problem of the small local enterprise is a major national problem
which presses for local solution in almost every community. You here in the
Great Northwest know your problems of ~his kind better than I. But on the
basis of my own observation I would say that if the Pacific Northwest is to
come into its own with full and sound industrial development, more adequate
credit and capital facilities for Pacific Northwest industries must be found.
Small business has almost invariably been financed by plowing earnings back
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into the business, by commercial bank credit, and occasionally by private
financin~. The very high percentage of risk which is involved in any of
the offerings of small and unseasoned companies poses the question as to
whether the pUblic, especially the small investor, should be urged to in-
vest savings in this type of security. Naturally, commercial banks, what-
ever their attitude may be toward established companies, cannot be expected
to extend credit to a new and unseasoned business. But though the small
company is seasoned, it may still experience great difficulty in reaching
the capital markets. There is thus a void in our capital machinery.

There are throughout the country old well-established companies which
have given work to citizens of their communities for years. Some of then
have found that in order to keep up in competition they must undertake
extensive modernization. Others need capital to take advantage of new
markets which lie at their door. You must know of such companies in the
Pacific Northwest. Yet investment funds are likely to go to the East and
into our national industries. This means, in effect, that while our na-
tional economic welfare rests on the welfare of small business, our national
financial machinery is geared almost exclusively to large industries. A
cartoonist once likened the situation to the cow who, though doing much of
her grazin~ in the Pacific Northwest, had her udders most of the time in
the East.

This condition is not just one relating to small business. There are
seasoned lOCal industries of a larger size in your region which are con-
stantly in need of adequate and healthy securities and capital markets, and
which frequently Can be well served locally. But there is the tendency
even here to ~o into the Eastern market when new money is needed. I realize
the predicament of your industries in this connection, for the local capital
machinery is at times inadequate. In many instances in the past the Eastern
market because of its great financial and technical sources has been able to
render the reqUired service on terms at which local financial machinery could
not compete.

When I urge that adequate regional facilities be made available for
the needs of the Pacific Northwest I do not speak with any desire or hope
that the Eastern markets will be weakened. The advantages to the East in
such development are equally obvious. What is good for the financial health
and vitality of the various regions of the country is also ~ood for the
East. Tangible and intangible values to the East and to the nation at
large are obvious if we can perfect sound regional development. Nor do I
mean to imply that arbitrary areas of business relationship should be
erected nor that we should engage in a program of economic planning. I
merely say this: that if local enterprises could patronize their local
financial centers more extensively, those financial centers could develop
into healthy resorts for both large and small companies in need of finan-
cial assistance.

I appeal to the ample supply of brains, imagination, and courage to
be found in the Pacific Northwest to help solve this problem. This is a
great opportunity on which local banks, insurance companies, dealers,
brokers, investment advisers, and business men should be able to capitalize.
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Leadership to do it is here. It is not solely an affair of government; it
is an affair of business. Industrial banks have been suggested as the solu-
tion. Some bills have even been introduced in Congr~ss to that end. What
the precise solution should be, I do not know. But can we not place it on
this new round table for discussion?

You will find in us a strong ally if you will help lead the way. The
trend of the times is for increasing opportunity for local inter~sts to
assert themselves so as to be rid of abs~ntee management and remote finan-
cial control. Your past record in pioneering gives strong assurance that
you can, by working with your govei'nm(:nton this problem. brin~ r-eriewe d
strength and ho~e to this great industrial area.
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